
 

DIMAVERY AB-450 Acoustic Bass, nature
Acoustic bass with pickup

Art. No.: 26224012
GTIN: 4026397480887

List price: 236.81 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397480887

Weight: 3,45 kg

Length: 1.22 m

Width: 0.15 m

Heigth: 0.53 m

Bulky product

Description:

The Dimavery AB- 450: Powerful sound and excellent workmanship

Are you looking for a robust and cleanly manufactured acoustic bass with honest, powerful
sound at a reasonable price? The Dimavery AB-450 is the right choice for you!

You strive for the best music...

and this can only be achieved with solid materials: the Agathis body gives your instrument its
characteristic warm basic sound. The spruce top provides brilliance and a clearly defined attack.
The neck is made of Nato wood and a rosewood fretboard with 24 precise frets. This
combination produces a pleasant warm tone with very good sustain and touch characteristics.
The binding along the body, the sound hole and the fingerboard gives the bass its attractive
appearance.

The hardware: Functional, rock-solid and resilient

From the smooth-running and precisely adjustable tuning mechanisms to the firmly screwed
jack socket: The hardware is convincing all along the line.
Adjust the neck curvature with the strings stretched. The neck adjustment screw is located
under the top edge of the sound hole.
The AB-450 also features a preamp with 3-band equalizer. It convinces with a powerful, clear
sound and easy handling thanks to the center raster of the controls. The Piezo pickup is
integrated in the bridge and works cleanly and with very little feedback.
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn26224012.html


Features:

- 1 x instrument, 1 x battery, 1 x hex key

Technical specifications:

Battery: 1 x  9.0 V E block 6F22 zinc carbon built-in

Version: Right hand version

Neck: Nato,

 Fingerboard: Blackwood 21 frets

Body: Sapele

Scale length: 865 mm

Bridge: Maple

Number of strings: 4

Equalizer: 1 x 2-band tone control

Top: Spruce

Hardware: Chromium-plated

Color: Nature, high-gloss, painted

Weight: 2,75 kg
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